Wang and Brown8 were the first to describe the terminal rebound and, except for the fact that it is seen after stimulation of purely muscular nerves, the present experiments confirm theirs in essence. It is agreed that afferent C fibers must be active for the effect to appear. Another condition seems to be that the C fiber reflex must fall during the course of the A fiber reflex; otherwise, the C fiber reflex is inhibited as in the last record of Figure 4 .
Wang and Brown8 discuss the terminal rebound effect in terms of inhibition of the C fiber reflex during the period of stimulation by activity of larger cold-receptive fibers. However, as here shown, the effect is present when stimulation is confined to muscular afferent fibers (Figure 4) , which means at the least that it is not specifically related to the action of cold-receptive fibers.
In the classical view, terminal rebound is a sign of concealed inhibition with excitatory effects outlasting the inhibitory to produce a response at the close of stimulation. As this seems the only explanation, it is probably correct to conclude, with Wang and Brown, that there exists an inhibitory reflex although one cannot specify the executant afferent pathway. * This investigation was supported by a Public Health Service research grant number B-281b from the National Institute of Nervous Diseases and Blindness, U.S. Public Health Service. t A preliminary account was presented at the VII International Neurological Congress, Rome.
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2 Lloyd, D. P. C., and H. T. Chang, "Afferent fibers in muscle nerves," J. Neurophysiol., 11, 199-207 (1948 Glia cells, particularly oligodendroglia, are considered "auxiliary metabolic units" attached to nerve cells wherever the morphological extension of the neuron renders the maintenance of metabolism difficult. Increased functional demands on a nerve cell apparently are not met with hypertrophy but with the attachment of glia cells to the nerve cell.
Observation.-The relative number of glia cells per one nerve cell (glia-index) in the cerebral cortex has been shown to increase in the following order: frog, chicken, mouse, rabbit, pig, cow, horse, man.' This increase has been considered an index Marchi degeneration24' 12 as well as electrophysiological data evidence that at least a major fraction of the fibers pass the cord without relays. These fibers evidently originate from the large nerve cells, since only these cells showed chromatolysis following section of the tracts. 14 The differences of necessary axonal length are quite impressive in larger species, ranging in the cow approximately from 40 to 180 cm while the size of the perikarya do not change significantly. nucleoli of neurons instead of the nuclei, but it was found difficult to distinguish the nucleoli in several centers, e.g., the fascia dentata, where the nuclear chromatin showed numerous dense aggregations.
In the counting of particles in sections, one has to take into consideration the size of particles as compared to the thickness of sections. Larger particles will be cut more often than smaller ones; thus, the true number of particles in the tissue is smaller, than that counted in sections." 1,,1 Since the nerve-cell nuclei were larger than glial nuclei, the number of nerve cells counted was actually an overestimation; therefore, the differences of the glia index among regions should be even greater than is shown in our data.
The data in Table 2 indicate that the glia index increases with brain size; the increase, moreover, being greater in regions with long axonal connections than in those with short connections (e.g., fascia dentata, second layer of the occipital cortex). This correlation seems logical, since increased size of the brain affects the spacing of centers more than it does their size. The indices exhibit considerable fluctuation in some of the regions, probably reflecting inhomogeneity of the material (mixed projections of fibers of different length?). An effort was made to count other regions characterized by extremely short axonal connections, such as the granular layers of the olfactory bulb and the cerebellar cortex, butthese counts failed because of lack of a reliable method permitting one to distinguish neuronal and non-neuronal nuclei. It was estimated, however, that the glia index of these regions was about as low as that in the fascia dentata.
Comment.-The transmission of an impulse from one place to another requires a morphological extension of the nerve cell. This extension depends on the size of the animal and its nervous system, respectively. The physiological characteristics of a cortical cell in mouse and cow are similar, but the latter has to maintain an axon about 40 APPENDIX BY RALPH W. GERARD These findings are the most convincing ones 1 have seen, in fact, the first convincing ones, indicating a metabolic role of glia as "nursing" the neurons. There is a further important implication. The mere static existence of a longer axon would not demand any greater perikaryon metabolism than would a shorter axon. The greater metabolic activity implies a greater dynamic requirement in maintaining a longer axon, presumably by a more rapid material movement from soma into axon along the lines urged by Gerard,1' Weiss, 16 and others. 17 Explicitly these results lead to the prediction that the rate of movement of materials in an axon varies as axon length-linearly as a first approximation. Experiments to test this are being initiated. 
